Abstract. In a recent paper, W. J. Wong characterized the finite projective symplectic groups PSp (4, q) where q is a power of an odd prime integer by the structure of the centralizer of an involution in the center of a Sylow 2-subgroup of PSp (4, q). In the present paper, finite groups which contain an involution in the center of a Sylow 2-subgroup whose centralizer has a more general structure than in the PSp (4, q) case are classified by showing them to be odd ordered extensions of
Introduction and statement. Let p denote an odd prime integer and let q=pf where/is a positive integer. Let PSp (4, q) denote the projective symplectic group in dimension 4 over a field Fq of q elements. The group PSp (4, q) is described in [8, §1] , is simple of order iq*(q2 + 1)(q2-1)2 and has a Sylow 2-subgroup with center of order 2 so that involutions which lie in the centers of Sylow 2-subgroups form a single conjugacy class.
Let a denote an automorphism of Fq. Then ö induces, in the natural way, an automorphism of PSp (4, q) (cf. [8, §1] ) and centralizes an involution in the center of a Sylow 2-subgroup of PSp (4, q) . In fact <ct>, the cyclic subgroup of Aut (F9) generated by 5, acts faithfully on PSp (4, q) and one may form the natural semidirect product <ct> PSp (4, q). If 5 is an odd ordered automorphism of Fq, then <<5> PSp (4, q) is an odd ordered extension of PSp (4, q) with trivial 2-core. In fact, any odd ordered extension of PSp (4, q) with trivial 2-core is of this form (cf. [1] ).
Let t be an involution in the center of a Sylow 2-subgroup of PSp (4, q) such that t is centralized by 5. Then the centralizer C{t) of / in <ct> PSp (4, q) is a semidirect product (ö-ytf where ^ denotes the centralizer of / in PSp (4, a) and C(r) has trivial 2-core.
Finite groups G containing an involution ?such that CG(/)S ^have been classified in [8] . However, for example in classifying groups by their Sylow 2-subgroups, one may arrive at a situation in which the centralizer Ca(t) of an involution t in a group G is an odd ordered extension of h with trivial 2-core. This is the case in the group <ä> PSp (4, q) of the above paragraph.
To handle this situation, we prove the following more general result:
Theorem. Let G be a finite group with an involution t such that (a) 0(CG(t)) = {l} and (b) Ca{t) contains a normal subgroup § of index 2P with p odd and an involution u g CG(r) - § such that § contains a subgroup L,sSL (2, q) where q=pf, p is an odd prime integer and f a positive integer such that if L2=L\, then ,<q=L1L2, [L1,L2] = {1} andLx ni2 = <().
Then, either (i) G=CG(t)0(G) or (ii) Gs<ä> PSp (4, q) where 5 e Aut (F") and is of order p.
Note that when p = 1, then Ca(t) is isomorphic to the centralizer of an involution in the center of a Sylow 2-subgroup in PSp (4, q) and the theorem follows from [8] .
Thus for the rest of the paper, we assume that G is a finite group with an involution / such that CG(r) satisfies the hypotheses of the theorem with p>l. Let q=S (mod 4) where 8 = + 1 and let q-8 = 2ne with e an odd integer and «2i2.
The paper is organized as follows. In §1, we study the structure of CG(t) and in §2, we show that if case (i) of the conclusion of the theorem does not hold, then G has exactly two conjugacy classes of involutions. In §3, we determine the structure of the centralizer of an involution in the second conjugacy class, and we show that the situation is exactly as in the group <cr> PSp (4, q). Moreover, we show, using a lemma of Thompson, that ]G|=p|PSp (4, q)\. Then in §4, we find the structure of the normalizer of a Sylow />subgroup of G. In §5, we construct a normal subgroup G0 of G such that |G:G0| =p and then we show that G0 is isomorphic to PSp (4, q) by applying [8] . The rest of the theorem now follows easily.
Our notation is fairly standard and tends to follow that of [5] . We use O(X) to denote the 2-core of X, i.e., the largest normal subgroup of odd order in the finite group X. We write [x, y\ = x~1xy = x~1y~1xy and, if xy = z, we write y:x->z. If y: x x'1, we say that y inverts x and, if y: x -*■ z and y: z -> x, we write y: x <-► z,
1. The structure of Ca(t). Since CG(t)/%> is a group of order 2p we have Lemma 1.1. CG(t) contains a subgroup of index 2 such that s#}±$g.
Lemma 1.2. {LUL2} is invariant in CG(t).
Proof. This follows easily from the Krull-Schmidt Theorem applied to the group §/</>SPSL (2, q) x PSL (2, q). Corollary 1.2.1. Na(L1) = Na(L2)=s/.
Proof. Because Z(L1) = ([t}, we have A^Z,,) -S Ca{t). Also £^N^L^ n AfG(L1) and |j<r// §|=p is odd. Now we can conclude that stf^NaiLj) from Lemma 1.2. Hence Na{L1)=stf. Similarly NG(L2) = s/. Lemma 1.3. CG(£>) = </>-Proof. Since CG( §)^Ji/ and Z(£>) = <r>, CG(£) has order 2-r where r\p. But Co( §)<Co(0 and 0(CG(r))={l}; hence r=l. Lemma 1.4. There exists a subgroup A of of order p such that srf = &A and A n £> = {1} and such that A centralizes a Sylow 2-subgroup of $. Moreover if, /=2a, a^O, then p= \ and the result follows from [8] .
Proof. Since C^{L1)=L2<\C^(L1)<^ and \^-.L^C^{L^ divides p, it follows from the structure of Aut (Lj) that there exists a subgroup Ax of stf such that A^C^Lj), s£=LxAu and Lx n A± < C^(Li). Since l^iC^f!.,)! is odd, Ax centralizes a Sylow 2-subgroup Sx of 1^. Thus <\t)^L\ n ^i^C^Li) n Z,,=</> and § n A1=L2<iA1. Hence \AJL2\ is odd. Again, it follows that there exists a subgroup j42 of ^! such that A2^CAl(L2), AX=L2A2 and L2 d A2^CAl(L2) and such that A2 centralizes a Sylow 2-subgroup S2 of Z,2. Thus <0^^2n § = A2r\ Axc\ Q=A2 nL2^L2 n C4l(Z.2) = <r'>-Hence <r> is the Sylow 2-subgroup of A2, and yl2 has a subgroup ,4 of index 2. Then !qA=L1L2A=L1L2A2 =L1A1=js/, § n y4=J n §n A2 = A n <[t}={\}, MI=P and A centralizes StS2 which is a Note that we may now assume that q>3 and, hence, that LJ<[t} is simple for i=i, 2. We may also assume that e> 1, for if e= \ then q-8 = 2n and [6, Lemma 19.3] yields that either q is a prime or <7 = 32 both of which have been excluded. Suppose that a e Ker (9). Then there is an U e Lj such that a/t e CG(Li) for i= 1, 2. Hence alxl2 e CG(ip) = <r> and a6in|i={l}.
Thus 0 is one-to-one and since \A \ =p is odd, the lemma follows from the structures of Aut (Z,i) and Aut (L2). Lemma 1.6. The subgroup A may be chosen so that it is normalized by u. If A is so chosen, there exists a Sylow 2-subgroup Sx of Lx centralized by A and hence S" is a Sylow 2-subgroup of L2 centralized by A.
Proof. Let Si be a Sylow 2-subgroup of Lx centralized by A. Since A centralizes a Sylow 2-subgroup of L2 also, by conjugating A by an element of L2, we may assume that A centralizes SkSf. Since CG(SiS?) = <0 xA and u e N^S^St), u normalizes 0(CG(SiS3')) = ^.
Henceforth, we assume that A is normalized by u. Then B is a subgroup of CG(t, u) and B is isomorphic to PSL (2, q) where the isomorphism is induced by the epimorphism 6: L, -> B defined by Q{x1) = x1x\ for xx e Lx since Ker(0) = <r>. An easy calculation gives Lemma 1.7. CG(w, t) = (Bx< [t, u»CA(u) where £ n CG(u, t) = (Bx<t})<lCa(u, t). such that <r> is characteristic in T, then T is a Sylow 2-subgroup of H. In particular, a Sylow 2-subgroup of CG(t) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G.
Let S1 = (a1, bx) where af'1 = bf = t and a1b1 = b1a1~1 be a Sylow 2-subgroup of Lx centralized by A. Set b2 = b\, a2 = a\. Then v = (a1a2)2"'2 and w = bxb2 are two involutions in § -<?> centralized by u. Set S=S1S\'<[uy = <,a1, bu a2, b2, w>. Then Sis a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. Note thatZ(S) = <0 so that the conjugacy class of t in G consists exactly of those involutions which are in the center of some Sylow 2-subgroup of G. Lemma 2.4 . JTze involutions of § -<7> are not conjugate in G to t.
Proof. It suffices to show that v is not conjugate in G to t. Since CLl(a2" ~2) = <[d1y which is cyclic of order q-8, we may assume that d{ = ax. Setting d2 = d", we have (2) cG{t,v) = <[dud2,wyA-(.uy which is of order 2{q -8)2p. Also A normalizes <[di} and <J2> and d? = di1 for f=l, 2. A Sylow 2-subgroup of CG(t, v) is T= <[au a2, w, m> which is of order 2271 + 1 jne argument 0f [8, Lemma 2.2] applies with only a slight modification required if n = 2.
The proof of [8, Lemma 2.3] yields Lemma 2.5. Either t or tu is conjugate in G to t.
Since Ca(t) has an automorphism which interchanges u and tu and fixes 4M» we may assume (4) tu is conjugate in G to t.
Lemma 2.6. G has exactly two conjugacy classes of involutions Kx and K2 such that /vi n CG(t) consists of the conjugacy classes in Ca(t) represented by t and tu and K2 n CG(t) consists of the conjugacy classes in CG(t) represented by v and u. There exists an element z e Na{Cs{tu)) such that z2 e Cs{tu) and (5) z: t -^uv,
Also z normalizes CA(u).
Proof. Let Ky be the conjugacy class of / in G and let K2 be the conjugacy class ofin G; clearly K^K2 by Lemma 2.4. Set
Then Ca(E)=Z(E)x CA(u) by Lemma 1.7 and the argument of [8, Lemma 2.4 ] applies with only a slight modification required if n = 2. The discussion at the end of [8, §2] yields Lemma 2.7. The focal subgroup of S in G is S and hence G has no subgroup of index 2.
3. Centralizers of involutions in K2. Clearly (7) Ca(t, v) = (du d2, wM<fti>.
Transforming by the element z of Lemma 2.6, we obtain (8) CG(u, v) = {dl, dl w^A\tu>. (,a1a2yz = (a^} and (9) w = (widxd^tuy for some integer m.
Proof. Since CG(t, u, v) = ((t, u} x <[dxd2, w})CA(u) by Lemma 1.7 and since <\dxd2, w> is dihedral of order q-S, we have (10) 02'(CG(t, u, »)) = {t, «> x <4<4, w>.
Since z e Na(<[t, u, v)), we obtain (11) 02'(CG(t, u, v)) = dt, u> x Hd^y, w*>.
Clearly the proof of [8, Lemma 3.1] applies with CG(t, u, v) replaced by 02'(CG(t, u, v) ).
Since CG(w, v) = (dx, d2, wz}Az(tu} by (8), (tu, a\, a?,} is a subgroup of Ca(u, v) of order 22n. Also w centralizes tu and, by (9), we have (af)w = (a|)~l, (a2)w = (ax)~1. Thus Ca (u, v) contains the subgroup T=(tu, a\, a2, w} of order 22s+1. Since u does not lie in the center of a Sylow 2-subgroup of G, T is a Sylow 2-subgroup of CG(u), CG(v) and CG(u, v). Lemma 3.2. CG(u) has a normal subgroup K of index 2 with Sylow 2-subgroup M=(a\, al, w>. Also CG(u) = K(t} where K n (t}={l}.
Proof. The proof of [8, Lemma 3.2] applies to demonstrate the existence of K.
Since w = (?/j)2 = (flf "1)2((a1a2)2"-2)3 e M and t $ K, the result follows. Proof. Let x satisfy the hypotheses of (a) and let y e SL (2, q), y of odd order. Clearly x centralizes y2 and hence [x, y ] = 1. But Lf = SL (2, q) is generated by its elements of odd order and (a) follows. Let x satisfy the hypothesis of (b) and let yx eLj_. Then {yxyuxY=yxy\=ylylx, so that yx^yleLx nL2 = <r>. Hence x acts trivially on Lx/<[t) and we conclude from (a) that x centralizes Lx. Similarly x centralizes L2. Thus x e <r> by Lemma 1.3. We shall need the following well-known result:
Lemma 3.6. Let H be a group with 0{H) = {\} and such that H contains a normal subgroup M=PSL (2, r) with r a prime power. Suppose also that 4 f \H\M\. Then HIM is Abelian. License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Proof. AZ^L and B^L since B is simple. Also B n 0(L) = {\} and z e Na(CA(u)). Moreover, CG(t,u) = (Bx<(t,u))CA(u) and §nCc((,H) = 5x<() so that CA(u) normalizes B. If a e CA(u) centralizes B, then a e <7> by Lemma 3.5(b) = d{2"zdi"z = (d{ 1d2)2nzeM; but(d{ 1d2)2n'1 has order e, therefore (d{ 1J2)2"~lzeM.
Suppose that w = wz(d1d2)mztu e %>ZAZ. Then w e !qz, tue!gz and tu e § which is impossible. Thus CAv) n §zAz=(drz, dxd2yAz and CL{v) n £z = <dfz dxd2y = <[(d1d21)2n'lz, dxd2y is normalized by Az. Also
is normalized by /43 and CM(v, w) ^ <\{dxd2 1)2" _lz> x <d, vf>. However,
since MfO(L) = PSL (2, r). Thus (d1d21)2n~lz e 0(L) and ^ normalizes CL(i;) n £2 n 0(L) = <(J1,i2-1)2"""l2>. Thus A normalizes <(d1d21)2n~1y = ((d1d21)2"y which is a group of order e> 1. In the proof of Lemma 2.4, we saw that A normalizes both <[dty and <[d2y. Hence A normalizes (dfy and <<i2"> which are groups of order e>\. Let ae [A,u] and let ((didf^y^d&^^dfrdjwhere y is an integer relatively prime to e. Let = df" where a is an integer relatively prime to e. Then dfa = dfua = dfa^u = dfBu = dfB where ß is an integer relatively prime to e such that aß=l (mode) (since u inverts a). Hence (d1d21)2,la = dTyd22ny' = d2"ad22nß. Thus a=/? (mod e) and a2= 1 (mod e). Since a is of odd order, a centralizes and df". Consequently a centralizes <fli> x <-i2"> = <^1> and similarly for (d2y. But a subgroup of order q-8 contained in SL (2, is self-centralizing in Aut (SL (2, q)); thus there exist elements d[ e <<■/,> and d'2 e <fi?2> such that rf^a centralizes L1L2 = $. Hence d{d2a e Ca(^) = <[t} and ae § n^ = {l). We have proved that L4, w]= 1 and thus h centralizes ^4 and z normalizes A = CA(u). Hence But AB^Nai^) n jV0(F2) so that 0i(x)'02(x)ff = 0i(x*)02(x*). Thus 0i(x)-ff0,(x») eLi n Z,2 = <r> for all x e SL (2, F9). It follows as in the proof of Lemma 3.5(a) that (16) 0,(x)ff = 0i(x") for I = 1,2 and all x e SL (2, Fq).
Moreover, § n (AB) = B = Q n «<r>5) implies that © h <» = 1 and
implies that (Bx O(L)) n <a>={l}. It follows that we may replace A by <», consequently from now on, we will assume (17) A = <*>. (2, Fa) and it is easy to see that 5 centralizes b in both cases and ds = dpfl if 8=1 and ds = d~pfl if S=-l.
Moreover, b2=-I and b inverts d.
By (16) Proof. We have already seen that L = 02(CG(u)) = (Bx 0(L))<o->, that BP SL (2, q) is characteristic in L, and that <?, 5> has the properties of the lemma for every integer k. Also, / centralizes B, s centralizes 0(L), s2 = [t, s] so that s2 centralizes B, s inverts i.(dyd2yy = <[d1d2y and ws = w'dxd^ia^a^ for every integer k. The argument of [8, Lemma 3.7] now applies to yield (22). Since 8p'^=l (mod 2n), let Syi=l+w2n.
Then a-1(d1d2)a = {d1d2)6p'1 so that [dxd2, o] = {d1d2)m2". Since z normalizes A = (ay and ax, w centralize a, we have as = a(d1d2y = <j(d1d2)~mk2n and os2 = o since ^ inverts {dxd2). Thus (fix 0(L))<^, ty<\CG{u). But / inverts O(L) and B is simple, hence, (Bx 0(L)Xs, tyS02'(CG(u)); therefore, 02'(C0(u)) = (BxO(L))(s,ty.
Moreover, when 8= -1, [s, a] e Ca(B) n B={1} so that [s, <j]= 1. When 8=1, then asw = a(d1d2)m'c2'' so that CT<™<" = CT(^)m'ce2', = CT, finishing the proof.
A well-known lemma of John Thompson is
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Lemma 3.10. Let G be a finite group with more than one class of involutions. Let a, ß be two nonconjugate involutions and let R consist of a set of representatives for the conjugacy classes of involutions of G. For t e R, let a(a, ß,t) denote the number of ordered pairs of involutions (a, A) where a, A e CG(t) such that a is conjugate in G to a, A is conjugate in G to ß, and such that t e <(ctA)>. Then \o\-\cm\ icmg^-
We can now prove Lemma 3.11. \G\ = |PSp (4, q)\P = ^qi(q2 + \)(q2-l)/>.
Proof. All involutions of Ca(t) and Ca(u) are contained in 02'(CG(t)) = (LyL2)(it) and 02'(CG(u)) = (Bx 0(L))(s,t) respectively. Moreover, the structures of 02'(CG(t)) and 02'(CG(u)) are completely determined.
It is easy to see that the G-fusion of involutions in both CG(u) and CG(t) is determined. Since the semidirect product H=<\dy PSp (4, q) satisfies the hypotheses of the theorem, it follows from the above discussion and Lemmas 2.6 and 3.10 that |G| = \H\ =P|PSp (4, q)\ =\q\q2+\)(q2-\)P. Then [8, Lemma 3.6] implies that K=R. The Frattini argument implies that WO = CG(R)(NG(R) n Co(0) = (*</»(JVc(/9 n CG(0) = /VG(i?) n CG(0 = (RHCuyXa).
Hence i?<<x> contains a Sylow //-subgroup of NG(R). However, Q n <ct> Ĉ G(£>i) n <<t> = {1} and <X>^A/G(ß) so that NQ(R)(a} ^ NG(R). Since NQ(R)>R, R<[<y} cannot contain a Sylow //-subgroup of NG(R) which is a contradiction. Thus CK(tu) n Ry> Du and the argument of [8, Lemma 4.3] yields A"=ß, RySCG{R) and CG(Ö)= Ö, completing the proof.
Note that Ca(R) = Q<[ty and Na(R) = (Q<:t»(NG(R) n Ce(0) = (0#<K»<">-Also g is characteristic in CG(7?) which is normal in NG(R). Hence Proof. Clearly A^P,) n CG(r) = (P1<A1>L2)<a> so that CG(P,) n CG(?)=PiZ2. The proof of [8, Lemma 4.5] applies to give all but the last equation of the lemma.
Finally, by considering the action of an element of (CG(P1)</!1» n <ct> on P1(
we have (C^PiXAi» n (»^C^P,) n <» = 1. This completes the proof.
Lemma 4.6. CG(F3) Aas a normal 2-complement, and 0(CG(P3))^ QH.
Proof. If 8= 1, then a2"-2: £>j~> Z>2, so that CG(D2) has a normal 2-complement by Lemma 4.2. If 8 = -1, then Na(D2) n CG(t) = (R<[h1h2)(t, «»<(/> implies that Cg(Z>2) n CG(/) = *<0-Thus <7> is a Sylow 2-subgroup of CG(Z>2) so that CG(D2) has a normal 2-complement. Since P3 = Dy2, CG(P3) always has a normal 2-complement. In either case, <f, u> ^ NG(D2) so that <r, w> acts on 0(CG(D2)). From the above, we have 0(CG(D2)) n CG(t) = R. Since F), ^2K]CG(w) and every pair of distinct Sylow //-subgroups of B generates B, every odd ordered subgroup of CG(u) containing D1 is contained in A/G(£>,) n CG(w). By Lemma 3.9, this group has a normal 2-complement <<t>F0(L) where F= D1< [(h1h2) so that Cy(P3) = P! xP3 which is a //-group. Since K is nilpotent, I7 is a //-group.
Also c2 e CG(?) n CqCPj) so that P^P^gK.
Since aa"1 e CG(P3), we have {hyh21)C2 = h1h2 £ CG(P4). But Ai/7.2 acts fixed point free on P1 xP3 by Lemma 4.4;
hence PiP3 n P4 = {1}. We have seen that P4^ V so P1P3Pi is a subgroup of K of order q3. But |P2K<a>| =ap| V\ so that | V\ Sq3 by Lemma 3.11. Thus V=P1P3Pi which completes the proof of the lemma. Note that [a, c2] = 1 so that if Also c2 centralizes //! and inverts h2 so that /or a// a e Ft.
